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In the Center of Meaning:
Ziarah Tradition in Java
Abstraksi: Zi6rah, dtaNt tepdtrryd mmguniungi kubur orang yang ulzh
rnmingal, muupakan salzh satu riu.s keagamaan yang borry& dilzkuhan
haum Muslim. Dalarn rradii kkm Indanesi4 khususnya Jaua praktek
ziarah brkernbang sdemiki.an kuat Muslim Indanesia bizsanya melak'
sanakan ziarah pada waktu-waktu wuntu yang diangap nemiliki makna
Fnting dalfin kehklupan keagarnazn mqeha Untuk sekadar contob, bisa
disebut di ini saat rnmielang dan sestdah bulan Ramadhan, bari raya ldul
Fitri" fuLan MailJid, dat bulzn Muharam. lilasa-rna.s. tcrsbut mrryakan
auktu yn g bia,wtya digunakan Mrclim Indonesia unu'*' nrc laku'kan zimah.
kbagaimana prakuk riu,al-keaganuan' hin dahm khm, ziarah untu
saja memiliki rnuatan sosiologis yang fubasis pada sistem soial'buda.ya
masyarakat Mu.slim. Dakm hal ini, tradisi zizrah merniliki makna yang
beragam, dan sehnjutnya menentukan bentuk'bentuk dan pola-pok
peloksanaan itual yang juga tidak sama Kragaman ini kgi'kgi bisa
-dipahani 
xbagai wujud prnaknzatt' masyarakat pelahsana ziarah yang
furhda-hd4 xsuai doryan orimusi sosizl-keagamaart m.qeha O leb karma
iu, zizrah di ini ti.dak biv dipaharni slnatt'lndta sebagai ibadah yang
futsifat omikal, tapi *hakgs 
-dan bdhkan wputting-sebagai fmomma
sosiologis dan antopohgis yang vrat d"ng* nilai-niki sosial dan fudaya
ntasyarahzt Melalui rrddisi ziarah inilah, intcra,ksi hhm dengan k'rdaya
lakal Jawa bisa diantati wcara kornprehmif,
Artikzl ini menghadirhzn satupunbahasan tmtzrtgpraktek ziarah ohb
kalangan Muslirn Indonesia- Anikel ini mrupakan v.tu studi antropohgis
di sati *itoyo]t di laua Tmgah, Bayat, ydng lnentfultg dikmal sebagai salah
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sdtu ptlsat zi"ardh ydng bdny*k dikunjungi Muslim Indon6i4 hhuvsttyaJaun
Sebagaimana diketahui, Bayat 
-sebuah desa di Kkten, Jawa Tmgah-dipcayaMuslim Jaan sebagai tempat makarn Sunan Bayat, salah seorang
Valisanga ydng teldh bujasa rnenyebarkan Islan di tanah Jawa Oleh
karena itu, di masa-masa tmerrtu ydng disebut musim zizrah, fuyat ramai
dihunjungi Muslim dari fubagai uilayah di Jawa dan Indoneia pada
un7r4mny*
Memaharni ziarah sebagai sau fen ornma so io -antropo lo gis, artike I ini
rnmghadirkan sfiumlah bukti hragaman pok pemahaman dan praktck
ziarah Muslirn Indoneia. Keragarnan ini setidaknya bisa dilihat dari
Wgunaan i*ilzh yang furfud*-hdd Ddkrn konuks ini, istilah untlk
mmgunjungi h.tbur ini di antaranya adalah \aneAnn, "nyekar" dan'ziz-
rah' itu sendiri. fufuda dengan istilah ziardh Wg fu awl dni tradisi k lzrn,
sowan dan rqnkar lckh bmakru lohzl yangfubasis pada tradisi rnasymakat
Jawa Soann dddlah isrilah lawa yang fuani mmgunjungi muehz yang
fusutts sosial lcbih tin4gt. Sernmtara nyehar, juga brtasa laan, fuarti
rnernbarua dan rnunbi karangan bunga bagi orang-ordngtsrtentuyarrg
tclah nreninggal, yang dianggap bpnganth dan tsbormat di halangan
masyarakat
P rbedzzn penggunaan istilrt di atas se lanj untya n enentukan ti.dak vj a
makna dan konsepi prakuk mmgunjungi kubur, tapi juga bentuk-hnuk
riu'al yang dilzkukanrrya Dernikianklrt, bagi muekayang ziaah hc Sunan
Bayat, menpuo lah pahak dan bmakah dmi Allah-melalui uali Allah yang
dikunjungt-mm4pdkan wjun. ut4rnd^ Sernentara itu bagi rnrekzyang
so'u)an dan nykar, tujuan-wjuan ymg lebib busifat rnatrial-sEerti
ybatkzn status soialekonomi, pernecahan bubagai masalah, dan bdhkdn
untuk ktmmangan dakrn brjudi-rnenjadi satu unsw penting ydrrg rne-
lzndasi kunjungan rnqeka ke rnakdn Sunan Bayat
O lch karma itu, dm gan phdaan p sepi di atas, idmtitas Sunan Bayat
se lanj untya dirnaknai sec ara brh da-hda fugi mre ka yang ziarah, Sunm
Bayat dianggap sebagai salah seorang lValisanga, ydng teldh berjasa
mmyebarkzn kkrn di Jarua Ba.gt. pihak kin, Sunan Bayat dimgap *bagai
lcluhur (phunden/ dan bahhzrt rajaJa:ua lakni puta Brawijaya V, raja
Majapahit tnakhir. Lebih dni itu,prbedaan ini xlanjutnyabahkan mmt-
pngaruhi prdkuk-prakuk iual rnqekz" fugi mueka yn g ziaah, rah lil dan
membaca al-Qur'nt mmjadi htsrot*, ,4ta.ma selarna brddd di makarn
Sunan fuat Sebalikrry4 bagt mqeka yarg souan dan nykar, rneditasi
dzn bjaga sernalarn suntuk (ek-lekan) di depan kubur 4isq'tai membakar
ktmmyan dan menabur bunga-ma oa:mai recma dorninan praktek ritual
merehz^
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lJ-- ,Jl a,-r.dJl ,Ft-rl ,s:'-;L .-$l Jl .TLajJr clri 6'r. tl ;tU1t ):f :a-"z"'lv
i,.1\ti z-r3 ,.1"::; .rljJrq ofb d 'qWS tt-+:Ji;l d; .rn l*lt U -6 U
i/f U ;;S +.:!-L, 4 v. J-r*;rLr -si (*il cA' 19q tt;:t
nlt 6f ts r -L;Jt rre p\11 ,*.t;1 bUb.'t #" JU:-tt ,t'h 0 o+'
d,^lJl W fr-- Jtdl J.r- & ft !t ojai .g/l ta-t Jlfu"t1 .;'-/t tSAt
.t-4t et\s L*+/u!
r.r+ 
-.,11 ;rU illi lX-)l 4 a;\t i q-ll JLt>tJ .rt.5 uf,
r.r.aJl li,o d-l .y'Jt c"r'.^ll 06lf uet^aYt ft},Jl J! L^-,,-lL r:i t tt':*l
Tylt tJus ra-;tJl 6,p & L*J utt* 19-:'s aiLc dt- ;Jl{l Jlt
*gr !*,;Jurt, dujl +,(i:d;jJl &.^u r...4 ui ,-& 4l J;uJl ;f's-0114
GL"A*beorLr- ,-l sit.f ;Url Jl.' Jll e-4,- y ojli L^ ,.f s 'g-'ltt t;t^'*)t
g,1 :4\i$ll iret^:-!l ,-!r+ a^a + jls-els 4ft^:*l ;r,"t-b glt ,rr
:,.lAl iiLa:ll1 ly-)l d? .:lijl JrtirJl a'E-y, P.rl-.rJla n-rtJl oi'a J)'r
.J.t*l J<& a,"Jt4l
,r+fl V l*- ,J' ,rtt' ;tu-; Ji- i-lrJ iltill 'b ,)b-F
(Bayat) o\ QS,!-lt oJ'- 4 r'--/l +j11-et l-l1r ':,tf-2 'L.-rlJ!
;rtrl Jt-Jl d+Jl t6Jl -r,:,- ."Jl .-,1;l;Il ;F't zt)fht iibll dJ (cUJtJ
s*; .r! 4 ;t\ ;,t j:'j" ojt-* cjr.Ul oV 'ts-r -* 6 s csaJ-rt-+l ,l UwJ
(Sunan eta trU_ry er* sb-)l o1t* (Klaten) ;il(J e'1U.lr a;;Jt s;r-i
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(-n,: t) ly-)l -p 4 rKlt ,ta-;lr d JK dr,jjl a"Jl "!;!t -r-i Bayat)
d,r^lJr u J--;t);rrtill fu"!r 4 e-At li.^ J,'ii:,-/ ;i ut;yi CJJI (,oyt*
.L-pc !"*.1-ti!1 o1V;hVlt ,;1,* ,
*b +-)y.;Yl d:et^b!l J^lJ.EJl U ;-*tb;rlirl Jt rt & ,V.S
.l ,-fi!l ,* UtS lir; (;rl,-Jl pp e Tiet &,l,Y.rJr ,r, :.r* aJrJt
tQS (Sowan) ol-r & -632 C-f raJ;l.r:ll UL:r.ll .;,l*l,E e.!l
;rut t^+ glt+tc.r+u iJll ijt-iijt ;, ;ir+ilt .rt-lLell ,t vs (Nyekar)
J- ,tl rrt.""r-ilt Jl ;tU! Ct+Jt ,.rn J1!u ,a.,>t-)t ltnJl ;, ;>3-l
aitr eU^l Jl t 4f r11!> :^1f :^; OtJl Cl!-rlt _nj./ t-+ c6.:Ar g **r uK
Ctft Ji JJ6IJ ylr j-f+ dJ':^4;"rJr ,au.:!r ;,,.. .al/t JI t*)t ,y
Lii o4f-.6ill .-t)Lrl J! oy1{ q>j otAb^a1t J .i)\:+Yr ,rr-,F'o
c!J1l .rp tj,(o-2 cr-rLJt it-t' Q l*"1 VIs :A\ Jl ,rLAJl Ltk.6t"" t.i
.,,tll & Jy.Lt;r!Jl i"r.o 6 ;tj4.rta cru,y Jl ;ru_Jt, lJ4 dlJt
.*l-"J t.lr"-l t4 b-f A d,/-tll $CJl \^? EAI r"-Lol ,t;f otsrltl
>U, i.rolt Ls_p J*,5 a,-rt ;fi ,-A-i<! :*)t ,y ai! cu^l Jl eAl
.Jt^:lld/. 6 6J..1 ,]'.U;t:-*- +JtJtti.Il -tlll ;e .J.LttJ
a**Jt t 4i a;Lc .:,L oVJ4 z?2.*) .:;tf p-+;11 c)y:r! UtJ
i*:Jl ,UJ!l U g,].rUr :^-l eAl 
-V Ji,- fJJu ,+. 
jt) ,F
,t elVt c;J r,r L** o-1b d Cy-)l .p A 
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he tradition of visiting the tombs of Islamic holy people (wal)
in Java and elsewhere in Indonesia is a widespread practice
that is considered a pious activity Qbddah). An Arabic de-
rived-term, zizrdh, is used to refer to these visitations. InJavan ese, so7!)An,
a refined-w ord (krama) for visit, and, nyekm, a refined-word for 'scat-
tering flowers' on the tomb, are also used to refer to visits to a wali's
tomb. Ziarah to awali's tomb is away of veneratingthe anli for his
merit in spreading Islam. The most famous and most visited sites are
the tombs of the Nine Javanese Islamic anli (\Yalisanga), which are
found mainly along the north coast of Java. However, there are vari-
ous traditions associated with the lValisangaand differing ideas about
which anli are members of the group of Nine Saints (Fox, 1991).1
Certain traditions maintain that the Javanese wali were not limitedjust to the Valisanga, but included thousands of such pious people.
Throughout the Muslim world, the tradition of. ziarah to tombs
of holy people is thought of as an important activity that bears mean-
ing not only religiously but also socially and politically. Ziarah in
Muslim countries is part of the tradition of Muslim travels such as
hajj @rlgrimage), bijrah (emigration) , and rihlah (travel for learning
and other purposes) (Eickelman, 1990:xii). t{aij, the pilgrimage to
Mecca, is an obligation that should be performed by all Muslim who
can afford it. It is one of five hlamic pillars.2 Sdhddat (the declaration
that there is no God but AllXh and Muhammad is His messenger),
Sakt (rhe Islamic daily prayers), Poso (fasting), Zakat (alms giving) and
Kaji (pilgrimage to Mecca). Hijrdh, an Arabic derived word signifying
"to migrate", refers to the event when the Prophet Muhammad mi-
grated from Mecca to Madina in AD 622.Some Muslims argue that
this hijra is an example that Muslims should aiso perform hijrah ro
obtain better religious conditions (Masud, L990:29-30).In this sense,
bijrais understood not only as a phpical movement but also as a spiri-
tual movement. Travel for the purpose of learning (nt Un ilmlryah) is a
tradition that survives and has helped produce a religious revival in Islam.
In Indonesia, the development of rillah 'ilnfiryah to Mecca has
increased alongside travel for the lnjj.Manylndonesian 'ukmi'study
in Mecca at some time during rheir lnjjvisit. In his study of traditional
Muslim boarding schools Qrcsantren) in Java, Zamakhsyari Dhofier
describes the tradition of riflzh 'ilrniyyah in Java as a prominent activ-
ity among foai (religious leaders) and santri (pesantren students). The
tradition of rihlah'ilmiyah developed alongwith the doctrine of isnid
(intellectual chains) that should be possessed by an 'ulzmi'to legiti-
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mate the authenticity of his knowledge (Dhofier, L982:79). For ex-
ample, a famous foiai of.Pesantren Krapyak in Yogyakarta traced his
competency in the ajwtd (the rule of reciting the Qur'Xn) to the first
generation of the Prophet Muhammad's companions (Dhofier,
1982:79).
Ziarah in Islam, however, in part constitutes a different phenom-
enon than Islamic travel traditions. This is because of the fact that
the existence of. ziarah itself is a subject of controversy within Islamic
thought. Some Islamic groups, like the \ilahabi movement in Saudi
Arabia, reject the practice of. ziarah to tombs.3 The \flahabi considers
the practice to be heresy (bid'ah) that is categorized as one of the
greatest sins in Islam. On the other hand, other rnadhhab (Islamic
schools of thoughQ, such as the Syafi'i, tolerate the ziarah practice,
and accept it as a pious activity ('ib2dzh).In Sufi traditions, especially
in North Africa, ziarah to a saint's tomb is a common activity that
bears several significant meanings. The practice is regarded as a way
of linking one's 'intellectual chain' to the Sufi buried in the tomb.
For example, if the Sufi was well known as an expert on 'ilm al-kzkrn
(Islamic theology), ziarab to his tomb is a means of tracing oneself to
the expertise. A Sufi's teaching might not be accepted by people un-
less helshe could provide an intellectual link (such as a trusted teacher)
representing an unbroken chain with the teaching of the Prophet
Muhammad.
In Java, controversy in regards to ziarah also exists sparked by the
fact that ziarah inJava has been influenced by local traditions. This is
evident in the way in which people perform their ziarah. The prac-
tice of ziarah has expanded not only to the anli's tombs but also to
other objects and places that are considered sacred. Moreover, the
practice of. ziarah now has changed so that it has digressed from the
line of Islamic teachings. Therefore, some insist upon avoidingziarah,
and classify it as heresy. Others however do not agree with this view
and argue that all practices that people perform during ziarah are
religiously allowed. Offering incense and flowers, which is consid-
ered baram (religiously forbidden) by some people, can be under-
stood by others as following the Prophet Muhammad's support in
using something aromatic while praying. The change of ziarah prac-
tice is, in part, a result of the influence of other social changes. People
attempt to reconfigure their practice to adjust to these changes.
This debate characterizes the dynamic of. ziarah in Bayat, a dis-
trict in Central Java. On the top of the hill of Karang Kembang,
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where the tomb of Sunan Tembayat is situated, people discuss the
issues of Islam inJava. Some maintain that the process of hlamisation
in Java is still going on. They argue rhat the previous lavanese wali
set the foundations for Islam on Java, and "lekmpahinipun para uali
duengcehzp" (rhe wali's journeys is not yet finished). In this way,
they assert that the hlamisation of Java entails rhe quest for a better
understanding of Islam; the next generarion should carry rhrough
the wali's works. Others, however, argue that the work of the anli is
a perfect model that should be followed since the walihave achieved
the ideal form of Islam in Java. They maintain that through accom-
modating local traditions, the wali spread Islam in a peaceful way; if.
one changesthe anli's model in accordance with certain perceptions
today, it will break the ideal form. Thus, they argue thar such forms
that enable people to participate in religious pracrices should be main-
tained. Since ziarah is a practice that enables various people to appre-
ciate hlam, form remains a matter of debate although rhe issue does
not tend to create tension and conflict even though visitors perform
ziarah differently.
Nowadays, inJava people not onlyvisitthewali'srombs, but also
other objects and places that are considered sacred. Thousand ofsuch
sites are the objects of visitation. This study describes rhe pracrice of
ziarah to Sunan Tembayat's tomb in Bayat. However, ro distinguish
it clearly from other practices of. ziarah, the practice of. ziarah ro orher
objects in the Sunan Tembayat's graveyard is also explained.
This essay describes the beliefs and practices associated with the
notion of ziarah in a single community, that of Bayat, a small district
(kecamaan) in Klaten between Yogyakarta and Surakarta. I have in-
corporated a number of terms from Bayat in my rexr, because I feel
that it is revealing to consider how key rerms have been used within
their culture of origin. In elucidati ngziarah pracrices and its interpre-
tations, visitors in Bayat refer to the cultural conrexrs with which
they are familiar. The logic of. ziarah thus reflects visiror's everyday
life experiences. Applyingvernacular terms used in Bayat entails tak-
ing this cultural context into consideration.
Ziarah in Bayat is a 'perfect window' for observing visitors' per-
ceptions of the uali, baraka (blessings) and the way in which baraka
is transmitted. This account includes the explanation of ziarah prac-
tices and the rituals conducted during ziarah. Explaining this aspect,
however, would be inadequate withour considering peoples' knowl-
edge and their levels of understandings. There are many lines of
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thought underlying the ziarah practices. Various perceprions of these
practices can be seen as formulations of diverse ideas that provide a
rationale for behavior. Discerning these aspects will provide a rhor-
ough picture of the process in which religious practices evolve and
develop in accordance with social change.
Bayatz A Ziarah Site
The role of Sunan Tembayat's tomb as a center of ziarah has been
known since the seventeenth century. De Graaf recorded that from
that time, Bayat had become a ziarah site for Muslims throughout
Java. Even Sultan Agung, the great king of Mataram, perfo rmed ziarah
to Sunan Tembayat's tomb (De Graaf, 1985:236,270). Beside being
known as a center of. ziarah, Bayat was also known as the center of
Islamization. Soewignja, in his small book, which was originally in-
tended to be an introduction to visitors who wished to visit Sunan
Tembayat's tomb, recorded that Sunan Tembayat had Islamized the
regions surrounding Bayat (Soewignja, 1938), in time Bayat became a
center for Islamization in south central Java. The fast growing Islam-
ization inBayat provided a strong feeling of Islamic sentimenr in the
Bayat region. De Graaf described how Islam became a rallying point
for the people of. Bayat. There were several Bayar rebellions under
the banner of Islam against Mataram's sovereignty (De Graaf, L985:23G
7'\
In the traditions that survive in Bayat, however, Sunan Tembayat
is given many identities: as a anli, as a pundhen (the first ancestor of
the village) and as a king. The various interpretations of Sunan
Tembayat's identity bring forth diverse interpretations of the pur-
poses of visits to his tomb. I will describe the narratives of Sunan
Tembayat that are remembered, shared and transmitted from genera-
tion to generation, and are recalled not only byBayatpeople but also
by other people who visit Bayat. The narratives of Sunan Tembayat
are important in discerning the identity of Sunan Tembayat because
there are some hidden meanings in the narratives that Bayat people
wish to maintain. Through this discussion I show Sunan Tembayat's
Iink with some prominent and influential figures in a wider discourse
on Javanese identities, such as Sunan Kalijaga and the last King of
Majapahit, Brawijaya the last.
Bayat is a small district region (kecamaan) about 12 kilometers
from the central Klaten, a medium-sized town between Yogyakarta
and Surakarta. The region was known for its traditional batik and its
Strdir kldmiha, Vol, 7, No. l, 2000
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pottery crafts (gerabah). Visitors to Bayat still take Bayat's pottery for
souvenirs. In the early morning many Bayat people bring this pottery
on their bikes down from the hilly region of Bayat to the nearest
market. However, the batik tradition in Bayat has not survived.
In Desa Paseban of Bayat there is a graveyard complex that is vis-
ited by people throughout Java to acquire baruka (God's blessing)
from the personage buried there. According to traditions and inscrip-
tions written in the graveyard, it is a graveyard of. an Islamic pious
person, Ki Ageng Pandanarang or Sunan Tembayat or Sunan Bayat
who is regarded as a uali. Observed from the physical building of the
graveyard, Sunan Tembayat was an honorable atali.It is built at the
top of the hill, and it is built in the finest architecture and with ex-
pensive materials. There is a big mosque associated with the grave-
yard. Furthermore, in front of the graveyard there is a small mosque(hra4-
As a center of. ziaruh, Bayat possesses not only Sunan Tembayat's
graveyard, but also some several places that have become part of the
ziarah center. For example, there are rwo tombs of Sunan Tembayat's
friends (sokabat),Seh Domba and Seh Kewel that are visited by many
people. The old tomb of Sunan Tembayat, built before Sunan
Tembayat's grave was moved by Sultan Agung, as well as the garden
court of Sunan Tembayat's family (uman sari),hiswife's tombs and
its pool, and the remains (petilasan) of his old mosque at the top of
the hill Jabalkat are also places f.or ziarah. These places are visited by
people for different purposes. The Sunan Tembayat's old tomb and
the aman sari, f.or example, are visited by those who want to gain a
nryul (a kind of evil spirit that can be used as a means to earn money).
Others meditate at the Mount Jabalkat in order to gain a ngakmat
(sign) of numbers for the SDSB (a kind of lottery game).
Flowever, the most visited site is Sunan Tembayat's tomb, be-
cause people believe that the results obtained from ziarah to Sunan
Tembayat's tomb are sacred (szcl), because it derives from God. Visi-
tors in Bayat argue that results obtained f.rom ziarah to other than
Sunan Tembayat's tomb, even his friends' tombs Seh Domba and
Seh Kewel, are not pure. Profane ngahmat can be gained in certain
tombs or on certain mountains, but sacred ngahmat can be gained
only in visit to an Islamic utali. The money or things that are not
pl.re are panas (literally meaning'hot', but implying that such things
are easy to lose and will cause problems for the receiver). The tomb
of Bayat provides visitors with a sacred ngakmat (sign). It is pure and
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will not endanger the receiver because Sunan Tembayat, as a a)ali,
provides baraka that originates from Aleh.
Some visitors in Bayat visit Sunan Tembayat's tomb as part of a
long journey to visit all the tombs of the Nine \Yali. According to
these visitors' beliefs there is a hierarchy of the wali, meaning that
certain anali are ranked higher than others. For example, Sunan
Maulana Maghribi, Sunan Ampel and Sunan Bonang are considered
to be the highest three of the Javanese Nine \Yali. This is because they
are the eldest and the earliest utaliwho set the foundation of hlam in
Java. Sunan Kalijaga is ranked highest for Central and Vest Java 
^reabecause he played a major role in the Islamization of these areas.
Moreover, Sunan Kalijaga had a great influence in the emergence of
the hlamic Demak Kingdom which played a significant role in the
spread of hlam inJava. Sunan Tembayat is considered as the highest
uali f.or the southern part of Central Java, because he was the first
anli to receive a mandate from Sunan Kalijaga to spread hlam in
these areas.
The rank of. uali determines the route travelled during ziarah.
The tomb of the highest ranhing atali is often visited in the last stage
of. ziarah. Sunan Tembayat, for example, is visited last as he was the
highest ranking wali of. the southern part of Central Java. Before
performing ziarah to Sunan Tembayat's tomb, one should visit those
anli who are ranked lower than Sunan Tembayat. Seh \flatu Gajah,
for example, is regarded as a lower anliwho should be visited before
visiting Sunan Tembayat's tomb. Ignoring the prescribed order of
visits duringthe ziarah will affect its success. An informant said that
the stages of. ziarah were a preparation for visitors to receive knowl-
edge from the uali. This unwritten rule is accepted and followed. A
juru kunci said that one day a person went cr^zy, seemingly because
he could not stand the ngahmar (sign) given to him. If he had fol-
lowed the prescribed pattern of visits, he would not have gone mad.
Sunan Tembayat and, Walisanga
Legends record that Java had nine famous wali (\Yalisanga).How-
ever, there has been debate over the determination of wali. Accord-
ing to old sources, such as Babad Tanah Jawi, Baba"d Kraton and Serat
Babad Demak, rhere are eight Javanese wali (Fox, 1991).4 The ninth
wali is considered to be the 'concluding wali' (anli pdnutup). How-
ever, the question is: who is the concludingwalil Different traditions
provide a different name for the concludinguali;some mention that
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Seh Siti Jenar is the Ninth uali following th e BabadTanah Jaui. Other
sources, however, such as Bdbdd Ternbayat and Babad. Demak descrrbe
Sunan Tembayat as the ninth wali, replacing Seh Siti Jenar who was
condemned for heresy (Sastronaryatmo, 1986). Some people in Bayat
do not agree that there are only nine Javanese uali. They argue that
there are a lot of holy people and pious people who have contributed
to the spread of Islam in Java, but they are not all classified as uali.
According to these people, some anali are lesser known because they
did not have special links with theJavanese court.5 Sunan Tembayat's
existence within the traditions of. uali in Java is differently positioned.
In one perception Sunan Tembayat was included as a member of the
Nine V'ali,whereas in other perceptions he was just avtali like other
Javanese uali apart from the nine uali (Salam, 1960, Sastronaryatmo,
1e86)
This debate on the recognition of the ualiis crucial for a number
of reasons. First, it relates to the legitimation of the existence of the
anli.There are many tombs of pious people in Java, which are con-
sidered by the local people tobi uali tombs. Second, it has become a
truism in Java that the utali spreadtrue Islamic teachings. Therefore,
if the person is recognized as a uali, he brought the true teaching of
Islam. Finally, the acknowledgment of.auali is to provide a legitima-
tion for the tomb as an appropriate place to acquire baraka. This is
because a utali is believed to be a person who is close to AllXh and
who can transmit baraka. For example, in a viliage close to Bayat,
Vatu Gajah, there is a tomb that is believed by the villagers as the
romb of.awal1. Villagers believe that the wali,namedSeh\ilatu Gajah,
is one of Sunan Tembayat's disciples. This story then becomes a le-
gitimation for the place to be visited.
The most important wali f.or the Central Java is Sunan Kalijaga.
FIe was considered to be the'father' of.rheuali. Serat BabadTembayat
describes him as the uali chosen by the prophet Muhammad to lead
the Javanese utali. Prophet Muhammad gave Sunan Kalijaga a cloth
named "Antrakusurndo to symbolize his status. The cloth is a sym-
bol of the Sunan Kalijaga's ascendancy as the ualis' leader
(Sastronaryatmo, 1986). Furthermore, Sunan Kalijaga was thought
of as a utali who succeeded in formulating an Islam that is compat-
ible with the Javanese traditions. His creations, such as Javanese
ternbang (songp) and some stories performed asr!)dlang(shadows play),
such as the story of Jirnat Kalimasada (the amulet of. Kalimat Shahadat-
one of Islamic six principal beliefs) are indications of his success.6 These
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factors made Sunan Kalijaga rhe most importanr walifigure. There-
fore, especially in CentralJava,sunan Kalijaga has become the'chain'
for tracing the uali's identity and relation ro rhe traditions of the
orher uali.
Sunan Tembayat's cr:nversion to hlam and his designation as a
utali is linked with Sunan Kalijaga's tradition. Before converring ro
Islam, Sunan Tembayat was an Adipati of Semarang, who had the
name Ki Ageng Pandanarang. He was a rich Adipati, but was never
satisfied with his wealth. He gained the wealth by exploiring his sub-
jects. Sunan Kalijaga showed him how ro ger gold using a hoe. Ki
Ageng Pandanarang was astonished with Sunan Kalijaga's spiritual
power anC asked if he could become Sunan Kalijaga's disciple. Sunan
Kalijaga agreed and asked Ki Ageng Pandanarang to study Islam at
MountJabalkat that is situated in Bayar (Sastronaryatmo, 1986b). After
Ki Ageng Pandanarang had gained Islamic knowledge, Sunan Kalijaga
asked him to spread Islam in Bayat and its surroundings. Therefore
Sunan Tembayat's teachings are derived from Sunan Kalijaga.
The process of Sunan Kalijaga's and Sunan Tembayat's conver-
sions to Islam show some similarities. Before converting to Islam,
both were described as bad people. Sunan Kalijaga as a robber and
Sunan Tembayat as a restless,,4 dipati. Both, after converting to hlam,
studied Islam through meditation and in a remore place. Sunan Kalijaga
meditated at the edge of rivers; Sunan Tembayat meditated ar Mounr
Jabalkat in Tembayat. It seems that the story of their conversion ro
Islam was fabricated to create innpression of the similarities of Sunan
Tembayat's situation with Sunan Kalijaga. This is because Javanese
believe that Sunan Kalijaga had a dominant role not only in the reli-
gious but also in the social and political life of Java. Furthermore, rhe
link with Sunan Kalijaga provides supporr for the exisrence of Sunan
Tembayat and his tomb as a cenrer of. ziarah.
The Narrative of Sunan Tembayat:
Building a Javanese-Islamic Tradition
There are various traditions regarding Sunan Tembayat. These
traditions are maintained by Bayat people and especially by the juru
kunci (the custodians of the graveyard). Some traditions are rransmit-
ted orally and others are wrirten in Serat Babad Tembayat, Serat Babad
Demak and so forth. Each tradition gives an accounr that may differ
from other accounts. The narratives about Sunan Tembayat are a
kind of 'cultural reflector'. which can be used as a medium to under-
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stand the whole culture of the society where the narrative emerged
(Lessa and Vogt, t979). Narrative, as a whole, including how it is
transformed, articulated and renewed, is a form in which people con-
strue and construct their world.
Through these narratives Bayat people transform the history of
Sunan Tembayat. The ziarah tradition that exists in Bayat, in its de-
velopment, is shaped by various cultural forms. There is no doubt
that other traditions besides Islam have influenced ziarah practice.
The narratives of Sunan Tembayat are transmitted in polyphonic
cultural identities to maintain identities involved in ziarah practice.
Thus, in some sense, it could be said that narratives of Sunan Tembayat
are a "charter of belief" of ziarah practice. This can be seen from the
juru kunci's stories about Sunan Tembayat. In part, the juru kunci
uses the narratives to give a logical explanation for the practice of
ziarah. For visitors the narratives are significant to provide a ratio-
nale for their ziarah.In this regard, narrative in Bayat has two impor-
tant constructions; creating cultural identity and, in terms of the co-
incidence of ritual-myth, providing power and meaning.
There are various traditions describing Sunan Tembayat's origins.
Some source texts maintain that Sunan Tembayat was Brawijaya V,
the last King of Majapahit. These traditions recount that Prabu
Braurijaya wandered throughout Java. On his travels he met Sunan
Kalijaga and had a discussion about spiritual matters over which they
argued strongly. Flowever, Sunan Kalijaga had better-developed ar-
guments. Thus, Prabu Bra:wijaya decided to convert to Islam. After
his conversion, Sunan Kalijaga appointed Brawijaya as a bupati (re-
gional chief) in Semarang and gave him a new name, that is Kyai
Ageng Pandanarang (Soewignja, 1938). On the basis of these tradi-
tions, Sunan Tembayat was the last King of Majapahit, the last Prabu
Brawijaya.
In Serat Sadjarah-dalem, written by Ki Padmasoesastra, Sunan
Tembayat was described as the ninety-fourth child of Brawijaya V,
and his name was Raden Djaka Soepana (Soewignja, t938:57). How-
ever, other sources, such as Sera t Kanda (handscbrirt Djawi Bataviaasch)
claim that Sunan Tembayat was not the son of the last King of Maja-
pahit, but rather a son-in-law of the son of the Brawijaya V; that is,
Batara Katong. Batara Katong had a daughter who married Sunan
Tembayat. Because of this marriage, Sunan Tembayat was made an
Adipati (a regional commander) in Semarang and was given a new
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name, Pangeran Mangkubumi (Soewignja, 1938:40; 58-59).
People in Bayat describe Sunan Tembayat as having spiritual
power. The popular narrative of the Sunan Tembayat's spiritual
power recalled by Bayat people is about Sunan Tembayat's two sokabat
(friends, disciples), Seh Kewel and Seh Domba. Both of his friends
were named by Sunan Tembayat. According to the story, they were
given these names to reflect their behavior as Domba (sheep) and Kewel
(snake). Seh Domba and Seh Kewel were formerly street burglars who
blackmailed travellers. Sunan Tembayat told them that their behav-
ior was like that of a sheep and a snake. As Sunan Tembayat finished
his sentence, the robbers' faces were transformed: one like a sheep's
and the other like a snake's.
Stories such these describe Sunan Tembayat as having spiritual
and physical power beyond that of normal people. To describe these
powers, people refer to the story of Sunan Tembayat's success in
converting Bayat's Jautara (Javanese heroes with a powerful knowl-
edge of self defence who were village leaders and were sometimes
employed by an Adipati [a regional chiefl to guard a village). In this
myth, Sunan Tembayat demonstrated that he could fly like a bird,
sink into mud like a worm, burn a house like a fire and so forth. So
rhe Jazaara converted to Islam because Sunan Tembayat had a supe-
rior ilmu kanuragan (skill in self defence). The narrative also alludes
to Sunan Tembayat's power being demonstrated by the following
story. Once he passed a market and asked a rice trader, "lVhat is in
your sack?" Having thought that Sunan Tembayat was a street rob-
ber, he did not answer honestly, and said it was sand. Suddenly the
rice became sand, and to this day the market is known as wedi (sand).
Another narrative concerning the extraordinary power of Sunan
Tembayat is the story of the moving of his mosque. Sunan Bayat
built a mosque on the top of Mount Jabalkat. He and his followers
prayed and studied Islam in this mosque. \(hen his followers had
increased, Sunan Tembayat felt that people, especially the elders, had
difficulty in coming to the mosque. Therefore, he decided to move
the mosque to a lower place. So, he threw his gak (]avanese, a small
spear), and at the place where rhe gahfell, Sunan Tembayat built the
new mosque. FIe named the new mosque the Gah mosque. How-
ever, some juru kunci explain that the mosque was moved because of
admonishments from Sunan Kalijaga. Serat Babad Tembayat records
that Sunan Kalijaga asked Sunan Tembayat to move the mosque, on
the grounds that the mosque was too high so that it competed with
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other wali's mosques. Furthermore, as the mosque was high, Sunan
Tembayat's adzan (a calling prayer) was heard throughout Java, dis-
turbing oth er *dzdns.Sunan Kalijaga further advised Sunan Bayat that
it was not the way for a new walito show his identity (Sastronaryatmo,
1e86).
Sunan Tembayat had several different identities: as the last King
of Majapahit, the son of the last King of Majapahit, and finally, the
son-in-law of the last King of Majapahit. In all cases, though, the
traditions of Sunan Tembayat are linked with the Majapahit king-
dom. Furthermore, the narrative of Sunan Kalijaga's admonishment
to move the mosque contains another important message. The warn-
ing was an indication of the religious affiliation between Sunan
Tembayat and Sunan IGlijaga. Furthermore, the warning was an alert
to spread a correct Islam, since there are several religious teachings
that did not follow the Syarita (Islamic law).
Sunan Tembayat linked his teachinp with those of Sunan lGlijaga.
Therefore, the warning from Sunan Kalijaga was a means of control
over Sunan Tembayat's teaching. Serat Tembaryal interprets the warn-
ing as a means of alerting Sunan Tembayat to the fact that, as a new
religion, Islam should not flaunt itself. In other words, SeratTembayat
construes the building of the mosque on toP of the hill as an arrogant
act. As a new religion, Islam should not be expressed in an arrogant
way. In other words, the narrative of the moving of the mosque can
be interpreted as a kind of cultural alert for the fast-growing Muslim
community in the southern area of Central Java.
The second issue is the relationship between Sunan Tembayat and
the last King of Majapahit, Prabu Brawijaya. This relationship per-
tains to the historical identity linking Sunan Tembayat and the long
tradition of Javanese culture. According to Javanese beliefs, the King
of Majapahit was a symbol of Javanese cultural superiority' The de-
cline of the Majapahit kingdom was taken as an indication of the
decline of Javanese traditions. This historical background builds an
image of the desire for the reemergence of the Javanese superiority.
Sunan Tembayat's history was linked to this tradition to provide
evidence of his position as the inherited successor of the Javanese
cultures.
Finally, the involvement of Sultan Agung, the Ruler of Mataram,
points to another identity of Sunan Tembayat. The renovation of
the pasarean of Sunan Tembayat established the link between
Tembayat and Mataram. Abdul Salam, the eldestizru kunci, reported
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that all traditions performed in the Tembayat graveyard are similar
to Islamic traditions practised in the Mataram court. He refers to the
ta.hlihn tradition, which uses Javanese songs (tenbang). There are
several styles of performing tahlil; pesantren style, the coastal style,
Mataram court style as well as other styles. The Mataram's style is
used in Bayat.
The different explanations of Sunan Tembayat influence the way
in which people articulate theirvisit to Sunan Tembayat's tomb. For
people who identify Sunan Tembayat as their village pundhen the
visit is a means of showing respect to the pundhen. However, for
those who believe that Sunan Tembayat is the Brawijaya V, their
visit is a means of soanan to their honorable king. Other people visit
Sunan Tembayat's tomb as ziarah to a pious anli.Thepurpose of the
visit is to obtain a reward from God through the mediation of Sunan
Tembayat.
Sunan Tembayat's historical identity consists of several elements.
First, he was connected to the tradition of the Nine Vali. This sup-
ports Sunan Tembayat's role as the uali who spread true Islamic teach-
ings. Second, the story about Sunan Tembayat as the last King of
Majapahit is an attempt to link him with the Majapahit tradition.
Third, Sunan Tembayat wasaualiwho was honored by the Mataram
king. This historical and narrative identity of Sunan Tembayat has
established the graveyard's importance. This in turn affects the dis-
course of. ziarah in Bayat. It seems that the various identities of Sunan
Tembayat are maintained to legitimate the existence of various mean-
ings and ziarah performances in Bayat. For Bayat people, the narra-
tive not only provides a link with the great Javanese culture tradi-
tions, but also shows their concern with the polyphonic traditions of
ziarah. Furthermore, the different identities attached to Sunan
Tembayat seem to underlie different interpretations of. ziarah.
The Tradition of Ziarab in Java
In the last few years, social scientists have found that the study of
travel in religions is a significant topic of study lor analyzing the
influence of contexts affecting change in religious doctrines (Masud,
1990:3G31). The meaning of. ziarah to the tomb of a saint, for ex-
ample, is varied since the meaning of. ziarah is shaped by many every-
day life experiences. Eickelman suggests that, in its broad meaning,
ziarah to a shrine is part of a process shaping the religious imagina-
tion. In Morocco, Eickelman shows that ziaruh to a certain tomb is a
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spiritual movement to renew and update religious understanding. This
means that zimah, at an abstract level, is a symbol of spiritual move-
ment; the movement of soul from a state of corruption to one of
purity (Masud, L99O:44-45). For Moroccans, the visit to the saint's
iomb is a means to obtain success in this worldly life as well as for
salvation on the Day of Judgment (Clancy Smith, 1990:200)-
Although Javanese ziarah exhibits some similarities with the prac-
tice in othir parts of the Muslim world, in Bayat the meaning of
ziarah displays differences since ziarah in Bayat is shaped by the con-
text of Javanese traditions. Thus, the meaning of. ziarah that is under-
stood by a people is connected to their cultural concePts. The exist-
ence of Sunan Tembayat himself has a localized understanding. Some
people regard Sunan Tembayat astheir pundhen (thefirst ancestor) of
baylt. Some other people conceive of Sunan Tembayat asawali-The
name of Bayat or Tembayat is said to derive from his teaching method,
Tembayaun, meaning teaching lslam ayatby ayat (verse by verse of
the Qur'in). The different interpretations of the status of Sunan
Tembayat influence the way in which people interpret motives of
ziarah.Some people argue that ziarah to Sunan Tembayat's tomb is a
visit to their pundhez. Such ziardh means showing resPect for the
conrinuity between the living and the dead. Others see the ziarah is a
means of acquiring barakzfromthe uali.
Visitors to Bayat differentiate between the way in which people
perform ziarah in Bayat, "ziarah carawanglskm lan ziarah caraTeang
Jaua" (ziarah in the hlamic manner and ziarah in the Javanese man-
ner). People who perfor m ziarah in the Islamic manner conduct it by
activities that are allowed by Islamic doctrines, such as reciting the
Qur'ln, tzhlil (reciting the phrase of 'there is no God but Alllh, and
Muhammad is His messenger) and dzikr (reciting selected words from
the Qur'in), whereas other people who perf.ormziarah intheJavanese
manner conduct ziarah with meditation, or with a special procedure
such as nenEi (a meditation with special attitude and procedure). At
the level of conceptual discourse, the two waysof. ziarah performance
influence the perception of these activities. For example' some people
prefer to use the word soredn and nyekar rather rhan ziarah. This, in
lurn, effects a different articulation of an understanding of the uali,
and influences the explanations of the purPose of. ziarah, including
the percept ions of. barakzand its transmission. Therefore, these varia-
tions in pirforming zimah and their accompanying forms of discourse
are a 'marker' of. ziarah practice.
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Anthropological studies of pilgrimage, including ziarah, focus on
the analysis of its impact on social and political conditions. Victor
Turner sees the pilgrimage process from the viewpoint of strucrure
and anti-structure. By taking Van Gennep's tripartite analpis of trans-
actional rituals, Turner explores the nature of the pilgrimage's
liminality. He argues that pilgrimages are seen as social institutions
that typically exemplify communitas. For example, the locations of
pilgrimage sites are often to be found in localities away from normal
settlements, on the hills, in caves, forests and so forth. Pilgrimage is
also considered as a "retirement from the world" (Turner, 7974:766-
767; I978:I-39). Therefore, Turner sees pilgrimage as reinforcemenr
of religious communitas. Vith a similar approach, Eickelman studies
the travel traditions in Islam as forms of political and social acrion
(Eickelman , L99O:3). He sees pilgrimage in Islam as a process of build-
ing religious imagination and renewing the religious consciousness.
In this sense, thus a pilgrimage destination is a 'cenrre'rhar acts as a
magnet to understand more about religion. He argues that pilgrim-
age to Mecca and ziarah to the saints' tombs for Moroccan people is
an act of imagination to achieve a core of religious understandings.
This in turn inspires change in the perception of Islam and in the
community (urnmah). However, there are variations in the motives
and interests of performingziarab. This is because ziarah does change
over time and is exhibited differently in different places @ickelman,
1990: xiv).
Vhile both Eickelman and Turner analyzepilgrimage in terms of
its social and political dimensions, rhey neglect the change in the
liturgical aspect of pilgrimage such as rhe changes in the practice,
prayers and the interpretations of the pilgrimage. Furthermore, rhey
analyze pilgrimage with an assumption that the cenrer of pilgrimage
is visited by people who have the same motives and understandings.
However, ziarah in Bayat offers a different aspe$ for pilgrimage study.
First, from a liturgical perspective, ziarah in Bayat provides a poly-
phonic understanding of the ritual. Second, in performing ziarah,
the tradition in Bayat illustrates how a certain ritual evolves to adapt
to social conditions that are continually altering.
Using on ethnography of. ziarah in Bayat, I attempt to rrace rhe
changing forms of ziarah as a ritual ro discern the impact and influ-
ence of social changes on religious practices within a complex soci-
ety, such asJava.
The various identities of Sunan Tembayat influence the wav in
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which people interpret their visit to his tomb. Visitors who regard
Sunan Tembayat as a king interpret the ziarah as souan to the king
for showing respect and asking for help. On the other hand, visitors
who acknowledge Sunan Tembayat asawali,conceive of their ziarah
as iba^dah (pious activity). \ftile one grouP of visitors perf.orms ziarah
in the manner of a visit to a king, another grouP visits in the manner
of. ibadah to a uali by reciting the Qur'ln and tahlil.
As a ritual f.orm, ziarah is a complex activity that can be inter-
preted in many different ways. The tradition of. ziarah has been es-
tablishedwithin the complex process of the interaction between many
different cultural forms. The various interpretations of ziarah indi-
cate its rich and diverse cultural forms. Moreover, the interpretation
of. ziarah ritual changes not only in accordance with ideological per-
ceptions, but also over time and under different social conditions. In
the period of Dutch and Japanese colonialism, people came to Bayat
to ask for protection from the colonial regimes and to join with the
movement connected with Islam. Furthermore, the iuru kunci re-
called that during the transition from the Old to the New Order,
Bayat was crowded with people from all over the southern part of
Central Java seeking to hide from the chaos. The iuru kunci fisrrher
points out that, "before the Indonesian government banned the op-
eration of SDSB-a kind of lottery game-the tomb of the Sunan
Tembayat's secretary was visited by people, asking for a number. This
is because the secretary was well known to be good at accounting
('rihala SDSB dereng dibubarke kaleh pemrentah, k'uburanipun
sekreuisipun Sunan Ternbayatrarne dipun dugeni tiang-tiang. Amargi
badc nyutoun nolnor, sebabe sekretarisepun Sunan niku keceluk nek
piyarnbakipun niku pinter iang'iun{).
- 
The complexity of. ziarah performance also reveals the extent of
cultural inteiactions on Java. The formulation of Prayers (donga) is
often recited in Arabic, the feast following the recePtion of a ngakmat
from the saint is mainly a Javanese-Arabic tradition, while the use of
incense and flower derives from another cultural influence. More-
over, the complexity of ziaruh is manifest in the use of many differ-
ent terms to refer to it, such as, ziarah, sou)an and nyekar. Ziarah in
Bayat is an example of the Process of how people formulate a poly-
phonic understanding of a ritual pracrice. ziarah pracrice has been
and is established through the interaction between the cultural ele-
ments that frame peoples' behaviour. The meaning and interPreta-
tion of ziarah 
".e 
tonitantly shaped by the social context in which
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ritual is performed.
In its relation to the study of Islam on Java, this study of ziarah is
to explore various perceptions . Ziarah to a sainr's tomb is an hlamic
practice that constitures an example of how people in Bayat attempt
to understand their concern with Islam. Islam interacts with other
cultural elements in a distinctive way that creates parricular religious
forms such as ziarah. People's understandings of ziarah are reflec-
tions of their popular hlam. Geerrz's study of Islam on Java has pro-
vided some insights into these religious interactions, however, his
simplification of the process of the cultural interaction of Islam on
Java into three variants diminishes rhe rich phenomena of Islam in
Java. Furthermore, Geertz positioned "Java'as a certain strucrure,
which neglects the process in which the cultures interacr. This study
of. ziarah intends to provide an example of the complexity of Islam
on Java and the rich cultural form thar is the product of its interac-
tion. This article will elucidare rhe diverse discourses of. ziarah that
influence the ways in which people inrerpret and understand the
practice.
Ziarah, Soatan end Nyekar
To describe ziarah, sor!)dn and nyekar,I want to distinguish those
activities that reflect a relarion ro ritual, which I call "a spiritual jour-
ney", and those that are related to what may be called a 'profanejaunt.' Both refer to evenrs that are of sufficient interesr ro the com-
munity for them to be noted and related to each orher conceptually.
On one hand, the graveyard is regarded as a sacred place, meaning
that it is a place for acquirin gbaraka. For those who believe in a kind
of programmatic ziarah (a ziarah to all rhe sacred tombs of Islamic
anliinlava, which often takes a considerable length of time: months,
a ye r or longer), and there is a list of ziarah places which should be
visited in order to ensue a long spiritual journey, Bayat is part of this
journey. On the other hand, as the Sunan Tembayat's tomb becomes
a place of interest for tourism, it is visited by many domestic and
foreign tourists. They visit the tomb to observe the unique building
and traditions of the Bayat graveyard.
In relation to visiting rombs, rhere are various forms of. ziarah.
One of them is besik (from Javanese resik, clean), a visit ro a romb,
especially the tombs of families and relatives, before the coming of
the Ramadan, the Moslem monrh for fasting. On a besikvisit, people
clean the tomb from weeds and grass. This is performed to symbolize
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love, affinity and care for the dead. Furthermore, the visit is based on
the perception that one hopes to cleanse mistakes in order to enter
the month Ramadan divested of one's errors. Another f.ormof ziarah
occurs when Javanese villagers do their bersih desa (literally meaning
'village cleaning'). In this feast, people gather in the village shrine
that represents theirptndhen (ancestor). The purpose of the feast is
to pay homage to the pundhen in order to avoid his anger, which can
cause damage. They believe that the pundhen has guarded the village
and has blessed the village's prosperity. Therefore, homage is also
given a-s 
^way of showing respect and thankfulness to the pundben.Similar to the bersih desa rittal is the hauhn ceremony which is
held at the tomb of a saint and also in traditional pesantren. Kaul is
conducted to celebrate the death of a famous byai.In EastJava, for
example, the kaul ceremony is usually held in the Jomban g pesanten
to commemorate Hadratus Sheikh Hashim Ash'ari, the greatest kyai
inJava and the founder of the Nahdlatul Ulama -- the biggest Islamic
traditional organization in Indonesia. It is a major evenr in which
many people come to attend the ceremony. The only differences
between the two are the activities done to celebrate these kzulan cer-
emonies. In kzul tradition, people recite tahlil (reciting "rhere is no
God but Alleh and Muhammad is His messenger"), dzikr (reciting
selected words from the Qur'An) and recite the Qur'ln around the
shrine, although some peslntren do not perform these activities in
the shrine. The purpose of the kaul,besides commemorating the saint,
is to show the continuous spiritual link between the saint and the
people, as well as to ask for baraka from the saint.
People's visits to the tomb of Sunan Bayat are related ro rhese
ziarah forms, in that some regard their visit as besik, others as bersih
dcsa and others as kaul.7 In the week proceeding Ramadan, people
visit the Karang Kembang hill where Sunan Tembayat's tomb is lo-
cated at the top of the hill. The Karang Kembang graveyard complex
is also a village graveyard. People corne to the graveyard complex to
clean away the grass and leaves from the complex, and then pray in
front of their relatives' tombs. The activity is concluded by a large
feast held in the Hastina Agung, the main graveyard of Sunan
Tembayat. In this feast, people share each other's meals, and some-
times exchange meals, so that those who bring only fruit barter with
those who bring rice. Some people articulate this activity as besik
because they consider Sunan Tembayat as their relative. Bayat people
claim that they are descendants of Sunan Tembayat. Other people
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regard the activity as Bqsih Desato rheir pundhen (master, ancestor).
Some people assert that Sunan Tembayat is like the King of Bayat.
Finally, people who claim the activity as ha'tl regard Sunan Tembayat
as a pious Islamic a.tali.
In addition, visitors, including Bayat people and outsiders, use
different terms to refer to their visit. Some of them use ziarah, and
others lse soa)6r.n or nyekar. The term ziarah is an Arabic word, which
signifies a visit to a sick person or to a tomb. The word soanan is a
Javanese word meaning to meet someone higher in status or position
in the hierarchy or bureaucracy to discuss or ask for something. A
son may so'wdn to his parents to ask about his education. Nyekar is
also a Javanese word, which is derived from the word sekat, which
means 'flower'; nyekar is a verb meaning 'to offer flowers'. In terms
of language, solt)dn is a translation of. ziarah. However, in many visi-
tors' view, the three words used to refer to the visit have their own
connotation. For example, people who prefer to refer to the visit as
soa)an wish to emphasize the visit as a meeting with theirpundhen to
ask for help. Ziarah, in contrast, is used to stress that the visit is a
meeting with a vtalihopingto obtain reward from God. Nyekar em-
phasizes the respect and honor to be shown to Sunan Tembayat.
There is a correlation between the terms used to refer to ziarah
and the perception underlying the term. The explanation is to be
found in the way that the actors, in this case visitors, formulate the
meaning of. ziarah that is based on their own perceptions expressed
in these terms. For example, some visitors compare the saint with a
doctor who has the ability to provide a diagnosis of a disease. Visiting
the saint's tomb is a mean of consulting someone about his or her
problem, the same as a patient consults a doctor. The saint is a doctor
who has knowledge about human iife; visitors are patients who need
advice from the doctor to solve their problems. Similar to a patient,
who brings money for the doctor, visitors bring flowers as a sign of a
respect to the saint. Some visitors offer flowers and incense as "the
white rice with a fragrant aroma (sekol peak ganda arurn)."
A systematic examination of these terms, in the context of Bayat,
seems to display the fundamental interdependence of the cultural
knowledge underpinning these religious beliefs. The word soananis a
Javanese refined word (krama), which is used by a lower status per-
son to a higher status person. An ordinary person would say solean
to refer to a visit to, for example, a King, a governor or even a cdtndt
(a district chief). Visitors use the word soann as an acknowledgment
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of the saint's high status. The word sowdn in the ziarah contexr rhus
constitutes an understanding of a visit to a person who is regarded as
having higher status for consultation. In this case, the saint is per-
ceived as a live person, who, with baraka from Allih, is able to over-
come problems materially and spiritually. People come to sowan the
saint, then, to approach him so that he may give them barakz.
Ziarah, on the other hand, also exhibits a discursive interaction
between hlam and local culture. The tradition of visiting a tomb
exists in much of the Muslim world. The use of the term ziarah,
which is derived from Arabic, exhibits an hlamic influence on tomb
visiting activity. People conduct ziarah based on the doctrine of gain-
ing pahah (a reward from God) by reciting the Qur'in and tahlil.
This activity is similar to the activity performe dina kaulan ceremony.
The recitation takes place in front of the wali'stomb in the hope that
the visitors will receive help from rhe wali, as he is a mediator be-
tween men and God. Therefore, the wali can convey a message di-
rectly to God. For these visitors, ziarah is not the goal itself; rather ir
is a means of communicatingwith God through the help of the saint.
Ziarah is not the primary goal, rather it is a process in a wider en-
deavor to know Alllh through the mediation of.the uali.
Some basic beliefs and concepts characterize the different percep-
tions of the meaning of. ziarah. First, the way people differ in arricu-
lating the meaning of visiting a tomb. Some visitors perform ziarah as
an effort to overcome a problem, like a parienr going ro see a doctor.
A patient receives a prescription from the doctor, and a visitor ob-
tains a barakz from the saint. Just as the patient takes the medicine
prescribed, the visitor uses the flowers and water taken from the saint's
tomb. The visitor utilizes the flowers and water, as rhe patient uti-
lizes medicine. A visitor said that he brought as many kantil flowers
from the saint's tomb, as he could, for he consumed the flowers as a
remedy for any problem, such as disease or misfortune, or to obtain
luck in business. \fhen the flowers were gone, ir was the time to
sou)dn to Bayat again. On the other hand, other visitors express a
different articulation of ziarah. The intention of. ziarah is to obtain a
reward from AllXh through the medium of the saint.
The second main difference between the different concepts and
their users stems from the perceived function of the saint. The saint,
for some visitors, is regarded as the source of. baraka. Thus, people
ask for bataka from the saint directly, without considering him as a
mediator. They believe that to communicate with saints, flowers,
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incense, semedi, lek-lekan (staying awake all night long) and so forth
must be used. Through these mediums, the saint transfers baraka to
visitors. Others; however, do not necessarily pursue barahz in this
way. They place an emphasis on the belief that the saint is only a
person who is close to A[eh. This position enables him to mediate
between man and Aileh. In short, the saint is only an agent to ac-
quire baraka from Alllh.
The third difference in perceptions stems from the reason for vis-
iting a tomb and manner of addressing prayers. Inthe jawab ritual (a
ritual of stating requests before entering the Sunan's tomb), people
declare their reasons for the visit, recite prayers and clarify the func-
tion of the offering of flowers and incense.The sowan group, in their
own way, believe that prayers should be addressed to Sunan
Tembayat. Moreover, offerings of flowers and incense are fundamental
requirements needed to gain baraka. These people maintain that the
baraha is in the hands of the saint. On the other hand, the second
group who claim the visit as ziarah assert that their prayers are ad-
dressed directly to Allih, without offering flowers to the saint. They
say that flowers and incense are only a means to make their visit to
the tomb convenient, as both provide a beautiful aroma. The Nyekzr
group regard the incense and flowers as symbols of their respect to
Sunan Tembayat.
Although originally the practice of. ziarah is derived from Islam,
its development in Java has been influenced by other cultural forms
existing in Javanese traditions. These elements constitute different
discourses on the performance of. ziarah rituals. In people's concep-
tual understanding, the activity of visiting tombs builds a distinct
cultural form manifested in the terms ziarah, so'u)an and nyekar. The
inadequacy of any simplistic statements about the relationship be-
tween these cultural discourses can be established. It could be main-
tained that the most adequate generalization is that this is ultimately
a syncretic process. Nevertheless, this generalization ignores and sim-
plifies how deep and complex the cultural interaction on the ziarah
practice has been. On the other hand, to construe that a dominant
culture has triumphed over other cultures is to neglect the process in
which these cultures interact. Therefore, whether one differentiates
between these elements or syncretizes them, it is essential to recog-
nize the process through which cultural forms are produced.
The three words that I have indicated serve as'markers' that have
different philosophical bases. They also indicate various ritual per-
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formances in doing ziarah. Those who regard themselves as perform-
ingziarah create certain ritual forms, whereas other visitors who con-
sider themselves as performing sornan establish other performances.
The construction of each performance is based on particular goals
and beliefs about the baraha, sainthood, transmission and the sign
(ngakrnat) given by a saint.
Ritual Form
Ziarrt, sowan and nyekm imply discourses relating to the visita-
tion of a saint's tomb that characterize and identify the practices.
Furthermore, the discourse on ziarah is also manifest in its ritual
performance. It is in light of these observations that the most typical
and expressive act of. ziarah in Bayat, the "turning to the saint' dur-
ing the rite, is to be viewed and understood. It is an enactment of the
most fundamental religious conceptions of ritual form.
Visits to Bayat can be categorized into personal and collective
ziarah. Personal ziarah is performed individually, reciting prayers for
one's own purposes and according to one's own ritual. The primary
purpose of personal ziarah is to ask barakzf.or the visitor's own inter-
ests or that of the visitor's family. Collective ziarah is done by a group
with the same manner, prayers, attitudes and requests. People come
as a group to recite prayers with a collective purpose. According to
them, a request is more powerful if it is made by a group. However,
not all collective ziarah has a collective goal. The purpose of.the ziarah
can be to ask for a reward from God, or to ask f.or barahz from the
saint.
'When I asked a juru kunci to show me how to do ziarah, he re-
plied that there is no formal procedure of ziarah. Everyone performs
his own ziarah with his own prayers. It is up to the people who do it.
The most important factor is that people understand their ziarah ria;-
als. Nevertheless, there are some rituals that come about when visi-
tors' report on the success of their earlier visits and attribute that to a
particular ritual behavior. For example, in one particular ziarah that
consists of going to the tomb of Sunan Tembayat's clerk, one should
count the bricks on the gravestones three times. If the count increases,
that is, the second count is more than the first, and the third is more
than the second, then the visitor will gain success in his life. But if the
count decreases, it indicates that the success will decline. An old per-
son from Bayat, who helped me to discover various explanations and
interpretations of ziarah in Bayat showed me an example how to do
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ziarah and its requirements.
Rituals performed duringziarah in Bayat usually have three srages,
the preparation, the ziarah, and the follow-up tothe ziarah. The prepa-
ration stage begins inthe bangsal jawi (theoutside hall). Visitors change
their clothes and make ablutions. This is because they regard all of
the Sunan Tembayat's graveyard area as sacred. Therefore, visitors
should wear clean clothes and have a clean body, which is symbolized
through new clothes and ablutions. Then visitors prepare their in-
cense and flowers and other requirernents f.or ziarah. They take off
their shoes and begin the ritual.
As an administrative procedure, visitors reporr their arrival to the
juru kunci. Then the juru kunci assists rhe visitor to perform ziarah
since no one may enter the tomb withour rhe presence of. a juru hunci.
In Prabajeksa hall, the juru kunci off.ers a jaanb (ritualized response)
for the visitor. The jawab is performed on a plain carpeted floor with
a place for burning incense with a chirnney directed to Sunan
Tembayat's tomb. The juru kunci asksthe visitor about his intention,
requests and his intended offering to the saint. The juru hunci asks,
'what is your ziarah purpose? Did you bring something for Sunan?
\7ill you state your prayer in your own way?" The visitor rhen an-
swers:
"My name is Redjo Prawiro. I visit Sunan Tembayat's tomb at ngahb barahz
so my family business will increase. Furthermore, I ask the Sunan Tembayatbarakz
that is expressed. in pangutu (blessing) for my son's job. May Sunan Tembayat's
blessing always accompeny my son's career. For these purposes I have brought
some gifu for Sunan Tembayat, riat is, flowers and incense, Therefore, i( rhe juru
hunci wztts to help rne, I will ar,kthe jwru kunci to recite a jauxb for my ziarah.'
The juru hunci then takes his position in front of the tobongan (a
square metal tray with a chimney for burning ineense) and begins to
burn incense. After the incense sm*ke has gone up, rhe jurw kwnei
recites the prayers:
" Bismilhh Arrabmani Arrahim (In the name of Allih the beneficial and
merciful) Assahmu'ahikurn (peace be upon you). I so@dn to you on behalf of
Redjo Prawiro to recire the donga. May Sunan Tembayat listen to his donga.
Fintly, Redjo Prawiro asks forgiveness from you, if his visit is not polite. Sec-
ondly, Redjo Prawiro and his family ask forgiveness from Allih, may Allih
forgive you and your family. Thirdly, Redjo Frawiro has come from a distant
place to this tomb to ngelabyov baraka. With your barah,a, Redjo Prawiro and
his family hope that their business wili aiways succeed. Furrhermore, he also
asks you for his son's eareer. I-iis son is strugglingto get a better posidon in his
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career. Finally, as a gift from Redjo Prawiro, he has brought flowers and incense
to you. These are all his prayen and requests. May Sunan Tembayat listen and
help him enrich his purposes. Amen"
After finishingthe jautab, the visitor and the juru kunci go to the
Sunan's tomb. The ritual performed in front of the tomb is the main
ritual of ziarah. The ritual begins with the juru kunci's prayer and
permission to enter the tomb. \$ftile putting the palm of his hands
together at the nose three times, the juru kunci recites, "Assakmu-
'alaikum, Ya anli Allah, Ya, wali Allah, Bismillah ArrahrnLni
Anahim" . The juru hunci then opens the door and allows the visitor
to enter the tomb. The visitor does the same things asthe juru h,unci.
Then the main ritual of. ziarah begins. He takes the position as a
Javanese sits in meditation known as slla (sitting with feet folded with
one foot on top of the other). I(/hile he is in the concentrated posi-
tion, he rubs the saint's gravestone with his hands three times, then
he wipes his face three times. After this has been done, by lowering
his head face down to the earth, he begins to pray silently. \(hen he
finishes his prayer, he puts the flowers on the tomb. He selects the
Kantil (white flowers that have 5 leaves)-sometimes, in a crowded
situation, visitors struggle to obtain the flowers. The flowers are be-
lieved to be Sunan Tembayat's gift. Therefore, like other visitors, he
takes the flower home as a barakaf.rom the Sunan. Whenever he feels
sick or suffers misfortune case, he will take the flower to help him.
Some people recite a common prayer. They have learned the prayer
from other visitors who have used these prayers. These people recall
and transmit the prayer to other people, mostly by oral traditions. If
one cannot recall the prayer, he or she should remember the steps of
the prayers, of which there are five stages. First, giving a greeting to
the Sunan; second, asking forgiveness for himself from the Sunan;
third, asking forgiveness from Alllh for the Sunan and his family;
fourth, stating the requests, and finally saying thanks for the Sunan's
help. However, this type of prayer by no means constitutes a formal
procedure that should be followed by every visitor. It is only away
of making the visit as successful as that of other visitors. One ex-
ample of a prayer recited by an old man is the following:
" Bismillah Arrahmani Arrabim. Assalamu 'alaikum lYarabrnatullabi
Wabarahatuh. I came here with difficulty to meet you to say several things.
Firsdy, I hope and pray tlat tle Sunan and the family will always receive guid-
ance from Allih. And I pray that God may always protect the Sunan and his
family from sins and errors. If my visit this time bottrers you, I ask for forgive-
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ness. As the Sunan *eedy knows, my coming is intended to ask his barahz thetl
can hold it for my life. This is my prayer, again I ask forgiveness if I have done
sometling wrong before ttre Sunan."
The visitor then moves to visit the Sunan's family tombs. 'Ifhen
he concludes his zimah, he approaches the juru kunci and they walk
out together. In front of the Prabajeksa hall, the visitor drinks the
water from two padasan (water jars made from clay) as a symbol of
receiving baraka into the body. By drinking the water, visitors be-
lieve that baruhzwill always remain in their body. Some visitors take
the water home. As the final stage of. ziarah, the visitor stays for the
entire night at the graveyard area to sleep and meditate. This time,
they say, is the 'waiting' time (ngadang-ngadang) f.or the descent of
r.he ngakmar (sign) of. baraka.
This method, however, is only one way to perform. Abdul Salam,
the eldestirzru kunci, believes that this procedure of ziarah is not the
only structure of. ziarah performance. For example, there are those
who perform ziarahwith tahlil recited near the Sunan's tomb with a
leader f.rom a pesanten near Bayat. Vithout performing jaanb, they
then go directlyto the tomb. Unlike thesowanstyle, in which prayers
are recited silently, this group prays together with a loud voice and
recites the same prayer. Sometimes, the prayer takes hours, ignoring
many visitors who want to pray individually.
Although these ritual forms are different in their performances,
those who perform these rituals never question other ritual forms.
For them, the performance is not the most important factor. \flhat is
important is how to convey their message to the saint. Since they
regard the performance as meaningful to them, based on their own
beliefs and perceptions, they perform the rituals in their own fash-
ion. The question is how ziarah is developed and viewed by the ac-
tors; how can such a diversity of concepts with such different people
be incorporated into a tradition such as ziarah? It appears that the
tradition of. ziarah is formulated from the interaction between many
cultural elements. The use of the terms soa)dn and nyehzr marks cul-
tural identities and tendencies of understanding the tomb visiting tra-
dition. Therefore, these terms illustrate the manner of expressing
perceptions of the ziarah practice.
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Pasang Singep rnd. Sadranan
Before the coming of Ramadan, there are two major events which
occur in Bayat's Hastina Agungz pdsnng singE and sa.dranan. Pasang
singE signals the end of the time for ziarah each year. People, who
have organized a yearly ziarah, visit Bayat 
^t 
the pdsang singep as the
last opportunity to do ziarah. Sadranan, on the other hand, indicates
the beginning of the time of. ziarah for that year. As both events char-
acterize the complete performance of. ziarah, people strive to attend
these events. Many visitors stay in Sunan Bayat's graveyard from the
time of the pasang singep until the sadranan.
The pasangsingE ceremony was originally aimed at changing all
the white cotton cloth used to wrap the Sunan Tembayat's tomb and
its area. Pasang means'to build or change', like a bricklayer builds a
building, or a mother changes the new table cloth. SingE signifies
white cotton, which is wrapped around the Sunan tomb and its area.
The ceremony begins at the mosque by reciting tahlil,led by a reli-
gious leader @oi). By the time the tahlilis finished, rhe byai and the
oldest juru kunciwalk together to the Sunan Tembayat's tomb. The
juru kunci opens the tomb and the foai recites donga, as the sign of
the permission, to change the singep. 'When the byai has finished his
prayers, people begin to open the singep. People become involved in
the pasangsingE, because they believe that those who help the Sunan
are in turn helped by him.
Nearly all visitors want to have a piece of the old singE.It is
believed that the old singep contains the Sunan's baraka. People use it
as an amulet (jimat) for physical power or economic purposes. In the
past this created conflict among visitors, especially among those who
sought the singep of the Sunan's head. Consequently, now the juru
kunci organizes the distribution of the singep. The old singE is kept
by the juru hunci and then it is cut into handkerchief size pieces.
Those who want to have a singep should consult rhe juru kunci.The
cost of the cotton is se-iklasnya (depends on the people's desire). Visi-
tors use the singE in their trading, farming or bureaucratic jobs.
The next stage of the ceremony of. pasang singep is to rewrap the
Sunan's tomb with the new cotton cloth. Before rewrapping, the
Sunan's tomb is cleaned. In doing so, visitors distribute the work
among themselves. People ask permission to the Sunan before clean-
ing his area. Failure to do so may bring misfortune. The juru kunci
told me that a visitor had fallen from the roof while he was cleaning
it because the Sunan did not permit him to clean his roof. Therefore,
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asking permission before conducting the work is an important re-
quirement. The 'asking of permission'performance varies according
to people's belief. Some of them perform it as they perform their
ritual ziarah. Others only sit and ask permission directly to rhe Sunan.
The rewrapping takes a full day, with hundreds of people work-
ing. The cost of the cloth wrap, rhe juru hunci said, is about 1 million
rupiah. The money is donated by the visitors and by the village chief.
After the rewrapping is done, the tomb is closed until the sadranan
ceremony. No one is permitted to do ziarah between pdsdng singep
and sadranan. People coming from a distant area sray ar rhe grave-
yard, waiting for the opening of ziarah time with the sadranan cer-
emony.In Bayat those who perform ziarah at the beginning and the
end of ziarah times are regarded as a'ziarah kendang'(drum), mean-
ing, like a drum that has a top on both sides.
The tomb is closed during Ramadan, and is opened after Lebaran.
Unlike other Islamic sites that are visited mosrly during Ramadan,
Bayat's tomb is closed. The reason for closing the tomb during
Ramadan is related to a belief that ziarah within Ramadan disturbs
the Sunan who is also fasting.
In conjunction with the beik tradition, Javanese hold a feast called
sadranan. It is a kind of skmetan, which is conducted in Javanese
manner, yet with a slight difference in the kind of food offered. In
sa^dranan, not only rice and fruit are used, but also vegetables. One
informant interpreted the use of fruit as a symbol of freshness.
Fruit is a symbol of freshness. If we eat fruit, we will f.eel seger
(fresh). Sadranan uses fruit to inform people that we should f.eel seger
before we fast. Furthermore, it also suggests that fasting makes people
fresher just as fruit makes our body fresh. Therefore we should be
h"ppy to welcome Ramadan as we are already resik (c\ean) by per-
forming besik, and fresh as we have already eaten fruit.
In Bayat the sad.ranan ceremony consists of three parts. The first
part is the march from the village office to the Sunan Tembayat's
tomb. The march consists of five parts. The first element is a symbol
of Sunan Tembayat's corpse brought up the hill by keranda (a frame
of bamboo-laths or other wood to cover a corpse carried on a wooden
stretcher). The second element is a number of offerings brought by
young women. These offerings consist of Bayat's staple crops, such
as rice, banana, coconut and so forth. The third element is tradi-
tional dancing, such as jaran hepang (the horse dance) and reog (the
lion dance). The fourth element is a procession of all the juru kunci
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associated with the Sunan Tembayat's tomb. The fifth element is the
people of Bayat and other visitors who follow the ceremony. The
groups march to the Sunan Tembayat's tomb with music and danc-
irg.
The march, including the music and dancing, ends at the bangsal
jaai (the outside hall) in front of the mosque. However, the chief,
the juru kunci and the keranda continue to the bangsal juru kunci
where visitors are already waiting for the next ceremony. This is a
formal ceremony when the Chief of Bayat village addresses his thanks
to the people who have helped to make the ceremony a success. Ac-
companied by the oldest juru kunci, the village chief perfor ms ziarah
to open the ziarah period. With Javanese clothes-blach suit, sarong,
dagger andbkngkon Savanese hat)-the chief symbolises a Bayat king.
As the chief finishes his ziarah, people rush to the building to be-
come the first to perform ziarah. According to their beliefs, Sunan
Tembayat will transmit great baraka to those who perform the first
ziarah after sad.ranan.
Visitors express that they hold a significant place in their heart for
Pasang singE and sadranan. Not only do they signal the closing and
opening of the ziarah period, they are also times when visitors should
complete their ziarah arrangements. Some visitors have, as a target,
the perform ance of ziarah seven times a year, As a sign of completing
their ziarah, visitors conduct a skmetan (ceremonial meal) with the
juru kunci and other visitors" Like other Javanese slametan, this
skmetan uses rice, chicken and vegetables. It also employs jenang(a
sweet cereal made from the plain flour) abang(red) andputih (whire).
The two colours, symbolising the bad and good, are called jenang
puro (from ngapuro meaning 'forgiveness'). Many people perform a
skrnewn before the pasang singE ceremony. These two events are
regarded as special because at these ceremonies all the Sunan's baraha
will be turnplek (given) to the visitors. Furthermore, all the work of
making the ceremony a success is a way of showing respect, closeness
and remembrance to the saint, as he has given them baruka. There-
fore, without any coordination from the chief or the juru kunci,people
work enthusiastically f.or pasang singep and sad.ranan.
Nevertheless, the importance of pasang singE and sadranan de-
pends heavily on the individuals experiencing it. For Bayat people,
pasang singep can be understood as a test for the village chief and his
generosity to Sunan Tembayat. This can be seen from the peoples'
comments duringthe pasangsingep. Sad.ranan, again for Bayat people,
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is regarded as a bond of their spirit in Islam. In other words, rhey
articulate their involvement in the sadranan as expressing their bond
with Bayat as a village and as a Muslim region. For outside visirors,
however, the occasion of. pasang singep and sadranan are primartly
for the gaining of the saint's barukz.
Sadranan, for Bayat's people, is now referred to as Kaul Akbar-
like the ceremony to commemorate a saint's death held usually in a
pesdntTen. Various juru h,unci argue that these two names are used
mainly to integrate visitors who want to celebrate sadranan as a tra-
dition and those who want to solemnize the saint as a person who
spread Islam in Bayat.In doing so, the first group ritualize their be-
havior according to the manner of. sadranan The second, on the other
hand, formulate their activities in accordance with the tradition of
haul held at pesantren As cultural symbols, therefore, sadranan and
pasangsingE represent diverse orientations. The interpretation of the
symbols varies according to rhe parricipanr's beliefs that underlie the
performance.
Integration and Conflict
I have discussed the different perspecrives rhar characterize the
visiting of tombs and explored the differenr rerms expressed for the
same activity. The terms bear witness to the variety of beliefs about
sainthood that are held by those holding parricular theological be-
liefs. How people define the function of the saint before AllAh; their
views on whether the saint has any authority ro transmir baraka;
how they should best address prayer and requests; and how they
construe their visit to the tomb, help provide a more complete un-
derstanding of their various belief systems.
Visitors to Bayat, on the nighr of Friday Legi carry our. lek-lekan
(stay awake all night). They share the experiences of their ziarah and
try to discuss the signs they have received f.rom ziarah. A young visi-
tor told me of his experience spending the night in the main building
of Sunan Tembayat's tomb. Before falling asleep, he asked Sunan
Tembayat how he should change his life, especially with respect to
handling economic matters.
"While I was half awake and asleep, Sunan Tembayat came ro me wit! a
broom. He wore a black clotl, a black turbarl, and all of his arributes were
black. He geve me a broom, then he suddenly disappeared. I got up and made
abludons. I was curious about my dream. In Javanese belief rhe uali always
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wears a white suit and turban. Vhy had ttre Sunan in my dream worn black
clotheslFunhermore, he seemed unhappy witl me."
A dahng(puppeteer) who came from a coastal area gave his expla-
nation of the dream. He is quite a well-known dahngwho is a master
of Javanese mi.sticism. He acknowledged that his guru (teacher) gave
the knowledge to him when he studied a)dyang (shadow puppetry).
In studying a)ayd.ng, one should master not only the skill of playing
the puppet, but also the ilmu batbin (inner knowledge). The inner
knowledge, includingthe knowledge of meditation and ilrnukejaann
(]avanese lrnowledge), isthe most important. A dakngshotld be able
to repel rain to attack Satan. Therefore, when a person is inaugu-
rated as a dakng, he is really unpr'th (spiritually powerful), lahir and
barhin (in his inner and outer self). In explaining the dream , rhe dalang
argued that the Sunan was not pleased with the young man's visit
because he had neglected some requirements of. ziarah.
A juru kunci interpreted the dream as a sign that his soul was dirty.
The black suit worn by the Sunan was an indication, he suggested,
that the young man's soul was dark. Therefore he gave the young
man a broom as a symbol to clean his soul. The juru kunci further
said that it may also be another symbol. As the dahnghad said, per-
haps his procedures of ziarah were not complete; the Sunan produced
the black sign as a symbol of nothingness. In other words, he did not
give him baruka.
The man asked thelru kunci and the dahng "is there any proce-
dure of. ziarah?" The juru kunci said that there is no formal procedure
for doing ziaruh. However, there are some informal procedures from
successful visitors that record certain requirements for performing
ziarah, such as bringing incense, flowers, and sleeping in the grave-
yard. Furthermore, ziarah is better done, at least seven times a year.
On the seventh ziarah, it is suggested one should perform a shrneun.
As serious as one makes the effort to complete ziarrt,that much one
will get barahzfrom the Sunan Tembayat.
The dalangtold his own stories about ziarah. He had visited most
of the walis' tombs. Meditation in the graveyard was pa rt of. his dahng
training in order to avoid secular desire. He often stayed at one grave-
yard for a week or even a month. He followed his teacher's proce-
dures for ziarah, which was characterized by the Javanese traditions
of. ziarah such as bringing incense, seven different kinds of flowers
and offerings. His teacher had told him that these things were given
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to the roh halus (spirits) so that they would be able ro visir the anli.
After finishing ziarah, the dahng drank water from the graveyard
padzsan as a symbol of the transmission of power to his body. He
always stayed at one graveyard until he gained ngahmat.
In the Bayat graveyard, visitors often gather with other visitors to
share and discuss things about their lives. The new visitors often ask
the juru kunci or other visitors about the procedures and require-
ments of. ziarah. As well as discussing ritual forms, visitors often dis-
cuss the philosophical thought underlying the ritual. The previous
conversation illustrates how people try to explain their experience of
ziarah in accordance with their backgrounds. I will give anorher ex-
ample that occurred also in the Bayat graveyard involving a group
consisting of a young couple and their parenrs.
"Son, what donga (ptrayers) should I recite before the Sunan Tembayat?" The
mother asked her son. "Any prayers you can recite, because Sunan Tembayat will
understand our prayers. However, you should not ask for riches, long life and
success in our uading. You only can ask such a thing ro Alllh alone. ffyou do ask
that to Sunan Tembayat, it means that you have done ryirk. YIe came here to
remember him as a great utali, and to recall again what his teachings are so we can
follow them. This is a ziarah without any panicular intention." The wife asked,
"Should we bring flowers and incense like those who perform zizrah bef.ore w.
Should we only open arms to visit Sunan Tembayat?" The husband said, "Flow-
ers and incense are not imponant. The most imponant thing is rlat we pray
correcdy to Allih."
In terms of this conversation, ziarah represenrs visiting a tomb
without any particular intentions other than asking f.or barakaf.rom
Alnh. Theyvisit the saint's tomb to honor theanli by remembering
the wali's works in spreading Islam. Flowever, this point of view is
rejected by others. Ziarah to the anliis used to obtain barakaf.rom
Allih through the help of the wali.
"I and all my frien& (tlere were approximately fifteen people from Madiun)
performed ziarah to Sunan Tembayat in order to get his help to mediate between
us and God. At the tomb we recited tahlil (recitingmelodically there is no god,
but Allih, and Muhammad is his messenger) and asked him to guide us. This is
because an ordi.ary man cannot convey the tahlil to Allih withour rhe guidance
of the utali. Ve believe ttrat Sunan Tembayat is only sleeping, and he can assist
us."
Zinrdh, according to the second informant, involves a visit to the
saint's tomb, asking for help from the saint in order to reach union
with God. The saint, then, represents a mediator between them and
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God. Because Sunan Tembayat is a wali beloved of Alleh, it is be-
lieved that he has access to AllXh and can help people obtain baraka.
By reciting prayers or the Qur'in or tahlil, people believe that the
saint will assist them to meet Alleh.
The different articulation of the meaning of. ziarah and the
philosophical thought underlying it sometimes sparks conflict be-
tween visitors. This occurred in the pasang singep ceremony. As the
work to wrap the Sunan Tembayat's tomb is done by visitors, the
organisation of the work is also arranged by them. Thus, there may
emerge many different ideas and thoughts about the proper way of
wrapping the Sunan's tomb. For example, when the tailor did not
sew the cloth perfectly, some visitors protested to rhe iuru kunci that
the cloth was up side down. They felt that it needed to be redone or
the Sunan would be angry. However, others said that it did not mat-
ter. The most important thing was that the tomb should look good.
They urged the work to continue. According to them, wrapping the
Sunan is profane work, which should be done in accordance with
normal work. In practical terms, then, the tailor had done his job
correctly, that is, to make it easy for the visitors to install it. There-
fore, the visitors could install it efficiently. The debate reached a cli-
max when the first group stopped their work, because they did not
want to take the risk of a bad job. Then they prayed before the tomb
asking forgiveness. \(hen the first group stopped their work, the sec-
ond group was in doubt. Some of them also stopped their work. The
eldest juru kunci and the chief of the village came to settle the con-
flict. They advised that the tailor should re-sew the cloth.
Although this was a serious debate, this kind of conflict does not
usually occur when people perform zi.arah. The different manner of
performing ziarah does not normally spark conflict. Visitors do not
question other's manners or procedures of. ziarah. 'What, then, pro-
duced this conflict in the p4sdng singE ceremony? The simplest an-
swer lies in the dynamics of work organisation. Pasang singep is a
joint task that requires consensus and work management.
Other factors, however, demonstrate that such conflicts may be
more complex. Ziarah, as a cultural form, embodies the whole Process
through which the rite was produced, including its social and political
conditions. From some perspectives, the cultural forms existing in Java
can be said to have certain similarities that enable them to be inte-
grated. Similarities in the conception of ziarah and sainthood facilitate
ihis integtation. Furthermore, the polyphonic cultural dimension of
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ziarah is supponed by the 'consistent impression of cultural flexibility'
of theJavanese since the earliest times (Licklef.s,7993:227). Flowever, a
change in cultural relations caused by political discord or orher factors
can bring about an alteration of the discourse. This was evident in the
Bayat case, where, it turned out that the person who encouraged the
first group to resew the cloth was the village chiefs political opponent.
The historic integration of cultural elements in forms such u the ziarah
practice can be damaged when one of the cultural elements grows to
become a hegemonic force that dominates the interpretation of the
form by emphasizing a cenain perspective. Since certain groups of
Muslims turned to "modernizin{ and "purifying" the ziarah practice,
and aimed to alter Islamic teachings, there has been a consequent effect
on cultural integration reflected in occasional contention over the car-
rying out of group ritual forms.
To conclude I will quote Pak Dalang's explanation of ziarah:
"Actually I am a Moslem, although I do not do what Moslems usually do.
Unlike Moslems who perform ziarah in the Islamic manner, such as reciting
Qur'in, tablil and so fonh, I perform my ziarah based on Javanese beliefs. There-
fore, I wear Javanese black dress with its accessories. I em a kabangan (the word
is the verbal form for abangan) Moslem.'
Pak Dalang's explanation indicates that there are different ways
of performing ziarah: the hlamic manner (ziarah cdra a)ang kkm),
and the Javanese manner (ziarah carawangJawa). Each of these two
forms for performingziarah involves its own practices. Visitors who
perform the visit to a anali's tomb in the Islamic manner conceive of
the practice under the discourse of. ziarah,while visitors who practise
the visit in the Javanese manner elucidate the practice under the dis-
course of sowan and nyekzr. Furthermore, the word kabangan is an
expression of the process in which a certain groups attempt to distin-
guish themselves from other groups. Kabangan is a verb derived from
abangan, meaning, becomes abangan. This word is a result of the
tendency to direct the understanding of. ziarah tradition toward a
certain perception.
It is true that ziarah, sou)dn and nyekar are interchangeable terms
used to refer to the activity of visiting tombs. These terms however
signify different concepts and certain practical activities. Although
people have different ways of performi ng ziarah, they generally do
not find fault with each other's v/ays; rather they tolerate and ac-
knowledge various forms. The terms ziarah, soa)an and nyekar are
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markers indicating that the practice is conducted from various Per-
spectives. Therefore, visiting a wali's tomb involves a PolyPhonic
understanding. The diversity in performi ngzid.rdh in Bayat highlights
the various forms through which people express their religious un-
derstandings. Their markers function as a social identifier by com-
municating their understanding and practise of ziarah, or they can
acquiesce in altogether new interpretations creating hybrid forms.
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Endnotes
1. There is some controversy about the existence of. the lValisanga. Cenain tradi-
tions assen tlat there were only eight Javanese lVali, "lVali hang unlu", while
otlers insist on nine. There is also debate about which ualis are included as
members of the lValisanga (Fox, 1991). The narratives of Sunan Tembayat relate
to these traditions.
2. I use the Javanese terms for the five Islamic pillars (Rukun Islam). khadzt
(Syabadzt), tht (Sbaht), Poso (Sbaum), Zakat (tukat) nd Kaji Vlajl.
3. The Muhammadiyah reformist movement is influenced by the idea of
Muhammad Abduh and by the \fahabi movement in Saudi Arabia. I(yai Ahmad
Dahlan, the founder of Muhammadiyah, studied Islam in Saudi Arabia. Some
ideas of \0'ahabi are used in Muhammadiyah, such as rejecting bid'ah $eresy)
practices.
4. Although the name of the ninth of theutali is a subject of debate, the popular
na-es of \Valisanga are, 1. Maulana Malik lbrahim, 2. Sunan Ampel, 3. Sunan
Bonang, 4. Sunan Gid, 5. Sunan Drajat, 6. Sunan Kdijaga, T. Sunan Kudus, 8.
Sunan Muria, and 9. Sunan GunungJati (Salam, 1960). However, based on the
textual literature on the uali of Java, it seems that this may be a receot tradidon.
This is because older literary texts such as the Babad Tanah Jauti ard the Babad
Krdton record that there are only eightutali:'Para utali hangunlu' Pox,l99l:23).
F61 sxemple the Babad Tanah Jaai lists the etghr utali as follows: 1. Sunan
(ng)Ampel-Denta, 2. Sunan Giri, 3. Sunan Bonang, 4. Sunan Kudus, 5. Sunan
Gunung Jati, 6. Sunan Kalijaga, 7. Sunan Siti Jenar (Lemah Abang), 8. Sunan/
Seh uali Lanang.
5. Solichin Salam mendons some atali rhat are considered as uali in their local
areas, but are not included among the erght uali as well as the nine anli. These
wali are:'Sunan Tembayat, Sunan Prawoto, Sunan Ngundung, Sunan Geseng,
Sunan Benang, Sunan Mojoagung, Syekh Siti Jenar, Syekh Syubakir, Maulana
Ishak' and so fonh (Sdam, 1960:23).
6. It is told in the xory of Jimat Kalimasada that those who can afford to possess
the amulet will obtain a salvarion from God.
7. The Juru Kunci told that tle use of. kaul 1n sadranan is a new practice. Previ
ously the ceremony to commence tle Ramadan was called sadranan. However,
now the ceremony is called Kzul Ahbar and/or hdranan Agung.
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